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THE GUYS 
  

Dave Martin -Guitars & bass 
George Sutherland - Drums (guitars & bass) 

Steve Simms -Vocals 

Described by the Daily Mail as, 

 "GRUNGE DRIZZLED OVER A PUNK 
BACKBONE, GARNISHED WITH SHAZZAM  

& HELL YEAH!” 

Influences range from:- The Cure, The Pixies, 
Faith No More, Divine Comedy, Bowie,  

Black Sabbath,The Dandy Warhols. 



A LITTLE BIT MORE- 

Hed Swim hail from, Forres, Moray in Scotland. 

Formed in 2018, HED SWIM have been busy recording and putting their great 
sound, out into a strange new world. A world and a music scene that has 
changed very much since they first started their musical outing.  
Nothing however, has changed their love, of getting on stage and blowing 
audiences away, with energy and great tunes. They released their debut album 
“Little Shiver” in 2019 and their self titled 2nd album “Hed Swim” followed 
in July  2020. 

Their second album was recorded during the Covid-19 Lockdown under the 
auspices of producer Colin Mcleod who mixed / mastered the album via  
the internet. The boys recorded the 9 track album separately in their home 
studios. Colin has worked with Guy Garvey (Elbow), Badly drawn boy, Doves 
and was the keyboardist in UK rock band SKIN. The 2nd album has some 
obvious singles “Rebel Radio”, “Monkey”, “Superpower” and “We are home” 
which is a celebration of their home, Scotland. 

All 3 guys have many years of experience playing and recording with different 
bands/as solo artists and 
have performed all over the UK and overseas as well as producing music for 
film, Radio, theatre, art installations and Dance productions. They love to 
collaborate with other artists and musician, and are always entertaining new 
projects. 
They are 3 extremely accomplished musicians, who know how to deliver a 
good live experience on any stage. 
  
If you want a solid, hard hitting,  memorable band then seize the day and  book 
these guys now. 



Dave is the band leader, and 
main song writer. 
He plays guitar and bass 
plus ,drums and anything else 
he can get away with, without 
asking session musicians.  
As a percussionist first and then 
learning guitar later on in life, 
has been a real boon that has 
brought a fresh perspective to 
the songwriting partnership 

Steve started out like most 
vocalists, imitating many 
different singers, (Dio / 
Bruce Dickinson / Mike 
Patton / James Hetfield) & 
these vocalists inspired his 
love of performance and 
singing.  
But he has certainly 
developed his own unique 
sound, onstage energy and 
lyrical prowess. 

George joined the boys in July 
2019, and he is a multi 
instrumentalist and good egg, 
as well as being the drummer 
of choice. He also contributes 
to studio recordings on bass, as 
well his writing and 
collaborating on tunes.



ALL THE DIRT 

Hed Swim is a collision of ideas, that have been pulled from the rock “n” roll parts bin and flung in the air with exuberant  
abandon.  

Then the hard work begins, with a precision and attention to detail, when they are arranging, recording and producing  
their songs. 

Steve is also a songwriter in his own right and has fronted many bands as a vocalist and after a break from music in the l 
atter part of the nineties into the new millenium, Steve started writing again and got a new band together called BREEVE.  

Breeve supported ASH, THE SUPERNATURALS, THE COSMIC ROUGH RIDERS, to name but a few.  
This quirky punk pop was very direct and some could say simplistic, but the tunes were BIG! 

After this period Steve joined a local Moray act called LIVESTRONG, making guitar histrionic classic sounds. 
From 2009 to 2016. Steve made albums with Calum Jamieson under the name ROADS TO DAMASCUS.  
They held down a record contract with  US label MELODIC REVOLUTION for R2D2. 
3 albums in a progressive style,“One”, “R2D2” and “Precious Empires” have been critically acclaimed  
by the progressive rock fraternity. 



Since 2016 Steve has been writing and recording solo material, which was released as “This Random Man” in 2018.  
A brief return to LIVESTRONG when they reformed in 2016, and then 2 years gigging and writing,  
has brought him up to speed for Hed swim. 

Dave has been responsible for a rather eclectic dent on the Scottish music scene. He has worked for the National Theatre of 
Scotland on numerous projects (both film / TV and stage) and has been active as a songwriter /DJ / electronic musician with 
percussion augmentation.  

You may have heard of the BIG FAT ELECTRIC CEILIDH, a very popular mix of electronic and 
traditional music. Dave also has a punk project called FLEGGETT and a cyber grind project called The Big Fat Electric 
Machine. 

Dave has worked with Steve on several musical projects over the years, but nothing like HED SWIM. 

In 2010  their ambient/trance/dance project ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR appeared at Belladrum supporting THE DIVINE 
COMEDY / FEEDER.  
In the eighties the boys were metal thrashing mad, and hung out as pals, but weren’t in a band together until the nineties in 
Edinburgh (DESTRUCTIVE SOLUTION). 

As DESTRUCTIVE SOLUTION in the nineties Steve & Dave started to make a name for themselves on the UK circuit. The 
sound became leaner and more driven. 

Kerrang “Underground F***** legends”, and 
Metal Hammer “Raw & Straight to the point,” 
NME “We cant explain why these guys are good..they just are” 



George wanted to be a drummer for as long as he could remember. He joined the Nairn Pipe-band at age 14 to  
learn the fundamental rudiments of drumming. He showed great skill, and quickly rose through the ranks and became 
Drum Sergeantat the ripe old age of 18. With great technique and natural aptitude, he soon branched-out and  
became the drummer in his school's rock band. Somehow he was able to match the intensity and strokes of Slayer's  
Dave Lombardo using a small jazz kit with one ride cymbal, one kick drum and a dodgy hi-hat! 
  
George signed-up to play lead guitar for Primary – the then darlings of the Highland Indie music scene. Great reviews meant they  
were being assisted in the industry by Glasgow band Travis’ manager – (He and Travis band members used to come and see their gigs  
when they played in their home city). A fledgling Mogwai supported the band when they headlined a concert in Inverness.  
On the cusp of living the dream and going professional, members moved to different parts of the country,  
rehearsals became difficult and Primary came to a natural demise.   

Influenced by Robert Heaton (NMA) and Andie Rathbone (Mansun) George continued to hone his drumming skills. He experimented  
crossing the Pipe-band approach with rock drumming, which resulted in a more left-field method. Writing guitar parts had helped his 
core melody – and his drumming technique benefitted. 
  
In 1998 George joined Rhubarb as drummer/backing vocalist and with great skills and solid songs – they soon wiped the floor with  
other Highland bands. They won a slot to play T-in-the-Park in 2001. The band were going places – they supported Noel Gallaghers  
Tailgunner and played on STV music shows. Sadly, Rhubarb stumbled at the last hurdle and never quite fulled their promise. 
  
George built a home studio and began recording his own songs (playing everything himself) in his self-penned compositions.  
Happy in this environment, he was content not joining 'any old outfit' – he waited until the right band came along.  
  
Enter Hed Swim. Through the local music scene and skateboarding George already knew the guys for a number 
 of years, and the fit/skill-level/promise/song-writing was tantalisingly perfect. He was asked to saddle-up on the  
Hed Swim drum stool and the this is where new the adventure begins. 
  
He is multi-talented, highly-disciplined and greatly-skilled musician.  
He’s also a formidable singer and chilled-out good dude. 



GREAT CHEMISTRY, GREAT ONSTAGE PRESCENCE, 
ENERGY AND MASSIVE TUNES. 

HED SWIM ARE RIDING THEIR EARWORMS INTO 
YOUR BRAIN!



LINKS
Hed Swim website:

hedswim.com

BANDCAMP:
hedswim.bandcamp.com

INSTAGRAM:
www.instagram.com/hedswim

FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/hedswim

YOUTUBE:
hedswim

All songs copyright Hed Swim 2020.
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